
MAIN CHARACTERISTIC: A red veltliner that does not deny its origin; 
piquant nose, harmonious, very forceful wine, ripe with a spicy finish; this roter 
veltliner comes from three loess vineyards whose oldest site is planted with 
vines more than 60 years old. Hand-picked, carefully selected and pressed. 

* HANDPICKED *

GRAPE VARIETY: The Roter Veltliner is an autochthonous grape variety of Austria that has 
found its true home in the Wagram district. It is not genetically related by any means to the 
Grüner Veltliner. The adjective Roter comes from its unusual skin color which is pinkish with 
some blue hints (definitely darker that an average white variety).  

EXPOSITION AND ALTITUDE: south east facing sitting at 370 mt above the sea level. The 
vineyard has been planted in 1997

SOIL: The soil on our Wagram terraces presents a deep loess character. Due to the optimal 
water storage, this vineyard is just perfect for the production of our classic style fruity Roter 
Veltliner.

VINEYARD: 2 ha   |   TRAINING SYSTEM: spurred cordon

DENSITY: 3.300 vines / ha   |   YIELDS: 5.000 l / ha   |   BOTTLES: 10.000 

VINIFICATION: The hand-picked grapes are quickly carried to the winery and then pressed 
off immediately. The juice runs only by gravity, that means without being pumped, into our 
cooled tank room. The must is only fermented with the yeasts from the vineyard and 
therefore no selected yeast has been used to trigger the vinification process. The goal is trying 
to offer a more authentic and artisanal wine to our customers! Tank fermented and aged.  

FOOD AND WINE PAIRING: This wine harmonizes excellently with fish dishes. The 
acidity and minerality perfectly support the delicate taste of the fish. Furthermore, it also goes 
very well with pasta dishes, as the exotic aromas create a nice contrast.

BOTTLE SIZE: 0,75 Liter 
HARVEST DATE: 19.9.2019 
AC.: 5.5‰ 
RS: 3.7g/l 
ABV: 12,5% Vol 
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